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CANCELLATION NOTICE

The following DoD Directives and Instructions are canceled:

5030.3  "Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of Defense and Department of
Commerce, dealing with the Utilization, Transfer and Allocation of Merchant Ships,"
October 20, 1954

5030.16 "Department of Defense Policy on Furnishing Information to the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy," July 26, 1960


5129.44 "Department of Defense Committee on Research," April 10, 1980

5148.1  "Military Liaison Committee to the Department of Energy," January 24, 1979

5148.8  "Test and Evaluation Implementing Instructions for the Joint Tactical
Communications Program," June 13, 1980

5148.9  "Test and Evaluation for the Joint Tactical Communications Program,"
June 10, 1980

The Directives and Instructions have served the purpose for which they were intended and are no
longer required. **Remove and destroy.**

EFFECTIVE DATE

The above cancellations are effective immediately.

[Signature]

JAMES L. ELMER
Director
Correspondence and Directives
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